Appendix E.

**Book and Article Resources**


**Organizations and Journals**

**The Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education**: AASHE is an association of colleges and universities working to create a sustainable future. AASHE provides resources, professional development opportunities, and a network of support to enable institutions to model and advance sustainability in everything from governance and operations to education and research. Loyola University Chicago is a member of AASHE, with full access to their resources. Just be sure to use your @luc.edu address when signing up for an account.

**The Association for Experiential Education**: AEE is a nonprofit, professional membership association dedicated to experiential education and the students, educators and practitioners who utilize its philosophy. Their website includes information on relevant books, articles, conferences, and other resources.

**The Journal of Sustainability Education**: JSE serves as a forum for academics and practitioners to share, critique, and promote research, practices, and initiatives that foster the integration of economic, ecological, and socio-cultural dimensions of sustainability within formal and nonformal educational contexts. JSE is a peer-reviewed, open-access, trans- and interdisciplinary e-journal.

**The Center for Ecoliteracy**: The Center for Ecoliteracy promotes the green schooling movement. The Center is best known for its work with school gardens, school lunches, and integrating ecological principles and sustainability into school curricula. The Center for Ecoliteracy offers books; teaching guides; professional development seminars; a sustainability leadership academy; keynote presentations; and consulting services.

**National Wildlife Federation**: The NWF’s [Campus Ecology program](https://www.nwf.org/) has created a number of resources for use on campuses across the country.

**Second Nature**: Second Nature supports higher education to address climate change. Through a variety of programs and events, Second Nature supports university leadership in advancing sustainability for all.